
Building and maintaining today’s data networks requires 
trusted partners who can deliver with safe, highly 
proficient field teams. With innovative and comprehensive 
training, safety and quality systems, Network Connex 
offers a clear advantage in project efficiency and quality.

A dedicated Training, Safety & Quality (TSQ) team owns 
the processes that keep our workforce safe and prepared 
to exceed our customers’ expectations. They ensure job 
safety and quality by assigning, delivering, and tracking 
safety and technical training for our technicians.

TSQ remains a dynamic force by:

	z Adapting to ever-evolving operational and customer needs.

	z Rapidly responding to any safety incident.

	z Developing and communicating urgent or new guidance.

	z Serving as subject matter experts to all teammates.

Unleashing the Power of Safe, Highly Trained Teams
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Our Training, Safety & 

Quality (TSQ) team ensures 

employees on our jobsites 

have the required OSHA 

and technical certifications 

to meet or exceed 

regulatory compliance and 

get the job done safely.
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Safety first 

Safety is a core value of our business and we strive 
to send each employee home whole and well to 
their loved ones each day. Our comprehensive 
program is highlighted by: 

	z Proudly maintaining a low injury rate and EMR. 

	z Top-level commitment, and a growing team of qualified 
safety pros. 

	z A comprehensive health and safety management 
system with written policies and compliance software. 

	z Focus on identifying root cause and/or contributing 
factors. 

	z Perspective that employees work safely to stay injury-
free, not just to stay compliant. 

	z Daily project safety briefings and job hazard analyses. 

	z Empowering every employee to stop work if they notice 
a safety risk.

Training for the future 

TSQ keeps on top of new industry trends and 
emerging technologies to support quality customer 
work with appropriate field training and to deliver 
learning and efficiency for our non-technical 
teammates.  

	z Industry certification—Our workforce stays certified and 
meets customer project quality standards. 

	z State-of-the-art training facilities—Including hands-on 
laboratory work and assessments. 

	z Extensive course options—Our learning library 
empowers staff to stay qualified or work toward career 
advancement. 

	z New hire training—Video bootcamps and tutorials 
quickly get new technicians up to speed on work 
expectations. 

	z Non-technical training—Tutorials help office teammates 
efficiently navigate internal systems and software.

Network Connex’s commitment to 

training and safety is key to building 

mutually beneficial partnerships 

with the most respected telecom 

and enterprise organizations.
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